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LAS VEGAS, Jan. 10, 2012 /PRNewswire/ -- Bodymetrics, a pioneer in 3D body-mapping, announces 
a new era of personalized retail and in-home commerce experiences. In retail Bodymetrics technology 
digitally maps a person's body allowing them to find perfect fitting clothes before they try them on. In 
the near future Smart TVs will have the capability to body-map customers and order perfect-fitting 
clothing in their own homes, thereby reducing returns and beginning the end of the era of the online 
sizing chart. 
 
Utilizing PrimeSense 3D sensor solutions, Bodymetrics carefully calculates and maps every contour 
and curve of the body. Once a Bodymetrics account is created, users can virtually try on garments 
from partner retailers to determine whether a garment fits and flatters their body. 
 
Until very recently, body-mapping required expensive body-scanners. With the advent of the 3D 
sensors by PrimeSense, this technology can be installed at any clothing store, big or small, and is also 
inexpensive enough to be integrated into future Smart TVs. 
 
Jonathan Hull, Vice President Emerging Experiences at Razorfish, says, "What consumers want are 
incredible digital experiences that are connected across channels. We are very excited to work with 
Bodymetrics to help pioneer this new era of retail and personalized TV commerce. It doesn't get more 
personal than having your body scanned in-store or ordering clothing from your TV, knowing that it will 
fit perfectly." Hull adds, "More than 90 percent of customers still shop at stores for clothing. Now they 
can get scanned in-store, share their looks with friends on Facebook, and continue to shop at home 
through their TVs, PCs, tablets and mobile devices." 
 
Bodymetrics' pioneering solution, designed to body-map a customer's exact body-size and shape to 
the exact dimensions of a garment, has a successful seven-year track record in retail at Selfridges in 
London, voted as the world's best department store. 
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Bodymetrics makes buying clothes quicker, easier and more fun, both in-store and online. For most 
people, buying good fitting clothing is a trial-and-error, time-consuming process. Human bodies are 
different in a million ways, but when clothing companies produce garments they make them to fit an 
average person. In the real world, however, there is no such thing as an average body. 
 
"When you walk into a clothing retailer or browse an online fashion site, they have no idea of your 
body size, shape or style," says Suran Goonatilake, CEO of Bodymetrics. "Bodymetrics body-maps 
you within a few seconds and gets hundreds of accurate measurements and analytics of your shape. 
Then, we match this data to the exact dimensions of a garment and allow you to virtually try it on your 
own body to see whether it is too tight, too loose or just perfect." 
 
Although the online clothing market is the largest e-commerce category, worth $30B in the US, it is still 
a small part of the total US clothing market of $370B. This contrasts with nearly half of computers sold 
online and the virtual disappearance of physical travel agents that sell airline tickets. The key reasons 
are that customers lack confidence in buying clothes online, and there is too much hassle associated 
with returning garments back to the retailer if they do not fit. Depending on the type of garment, up to 
50 percent of garments sold online are returned -- an enormous financial cost to the retailer and a 
process that takes a huge environmental toll due to shuffling of garments back and forth to 
warehouses. 
 
"With body-mapping, sizing charts and hand-measuring yourself will also become history," says Lainey 
Sheridan-Young, head of fashion at Bodymetrics. "Because there are no standards in fashion sizing, 
your size can vary dramatically from brand-to-brand and from country-to-country. Add vanity sizing, 
where brands give smaller size numbers to garments to boost customer self-esteem, and you have 
complete confusion. What we need is a simple way to map clothing sizes from one brand to another, 
from one country to another, based on your body. Bodymetrics will do this," adds Sheridan-Young. 
my-wardrobe.com founder and CEO Sarah Curran comments, "I'm extremely excited about the my-
wardrobe.com and Bodymetrics collaboration. Marrying Bodymetrics' innovative technology with the 
my-wardrobe.com shopping experience will bring a truly new interactive dimension to at-home clothing 
e-commerce. my-wardrobe.com has always led the way with innovation and shaping the way 
customers browse and shop online. Working with Bodymetrics we can revolutionize the way people 
shop for clothing online at home." 
 
Bodymetrics will preview its 3D body-mapping technology with Razorfish and my-wordrobe.com at the 
2012 International CES in Las Vegas, January 10 -- 13. Visit Bodymetrics at PrimeSense's New Living 
Room Experience at Booth #30242, South Hall 3, Upper Level. About Bodymetrics 
 
Bodymetrics makes buying clothes in-store or online quicker and more fun. The company develops 3D 
scanners that carefully calculate your size and shape, and allow you to virtually try-on garments on 
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your body to determine whether they fit and flatter you. Once you have created your Bodymetrics 
account, you can then shop at partner retailers with the confidence that garments you choose will fit 
and suit your body-shape. The company's 3D-mapping technology builds upon technology developed 
by PrimeSense, a leader in 3D sensing. Bodymetrics is a London-based, privately-held company that 
has raised $7m in funding, primarily from its strategic partner, TAL Group (www.talgroup.com), one of 
the world's largest and most advanced clothing manufacturing groups. Bodymetrics' partner retailers 
include the London based department store Selfridges, voted as the 'world's best department store', 
and New Look, a global clothing retailer. For more information, please visit www.bodymetrics.com. 
 
About Razorfish 
 
Razorfish creates experiences that build businesses. As one of the largest interactive marketing and 
technology companies in the world, Razorfish helps its clients build better brands by delivering 
business results through customer experiences. Razorfish combines the best thought leadership of the 
consulting world with the leading capabilities of the marketing services industry to support our clients' 
business needs, such as launching new products, repositioning a brand or participating in the social 
world. With a demonstrated commitment to innovation, Razorfish continues to cultivate our expertise in 
Social Influence Marketing, emerging media, creative design, analytics, technology and user 
experience. Razorfish has offices in markets across the United States, and in Australia, Brazil, China, 
France, Germany, Japan, Spain, Singapore and the United Kingdom. Clients include Carnival Cruise 
Lines, MillerCoors, McDonald's and Starwood Hotels. With sister agencies Starcom MediaVest, 
ZenithOptimedia, Denuo and Digitas, Razorfish is part of Publicis Groupe's (Euronext Paris: 
FR0000130577) VivaKi, a global digital knowledge and resource center. Visit www.razorfish.com for 
more information. Follow Razorfish on Twitter at @razorfish. 
 
SOURCE Bodymetrics 
 
/CONTACT: Bodymetrics: Hanna Manninen, hanna@theinkstudio.com, +358 40 1780 980; or 
Razorfish: Katie Lamkin, Katie.Lamkin@razorfish.com, +1-312-696-5241 (o), +1-773-308-3425 (m) 
 
/Web site: http://www.bodymetrics.com 
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